THANK YOU FOR
Sustained funding for Virginia Space and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport
along with ongoing support of NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility.
Current state policy and regulation which is conducive to commercial UAS growth.
Support of the new Virginia Institute for Spaceflight and Autonomy (VISA) at
Old Dominion University.

AEROSPACE DAY

Aerospace – Virginia’s High-Tech Economic and Jobs Engine

2020

Governor Northam and his Administration’s support and participation in the
Unmanned Systems industry’s largest event, “Xponential,” in Chicago in May.
Funding from the Virginia Research Investment Fund (VRIF) for the Virginia
SmallSat Data Consortium and the Commonwealth Center for Innovation in
Autonomous Systems for Virginia Tech and ODU.
VRIF funding for the Virginia SmallSat Data Consortium led by Virginia Tech and
ODU and the Commonwealth Center for Innovation in Autonomous Systems
(C2IAS) led by Virginia Tech and ODU.

LOOK FORWARD TO
Yearlong celebrations, events, and activities to commemorate the 75th anniversary
of NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility and 25th anniversary of Virginia Space.
Rocket Lab’s first launch from its new Launch Complex-2 at Virginia’s Mid-Atlantic
Regional Spaceport at NASA Wallops.
The first National Reconnaissance Office launch from NASA Wallops, an important
new customer to Wallops and Virginia’s spaceport.
Completion of a $25 million beach renourishment project at Wallops Island, key to
protecting the more than $1.2 billion in federal and state assets on the island.
Langley engineers will be key to the entry, descent and landing of the Mars 2020
rover, which will launch in July 2020 and will fly a helicopter off the surface of the
Red Planet for research.
Ribbon-cutting in spring 2020 for the Measurement Systems Lab, $105M
state-of-the-art 175,000-square-foot facility with 40 clean rooms and labs where
transformational NASA technologies will be developed.
Ground-breaking for the Flight Dynamics Research Tunnel, a highly versatile,
vertical wind tunnel for conducting flight-dynamics research on spacecraft, military
aircraft, X-planes and autonomous vehicles.

Virginia’s aerospace sector asks policymakers to:

First flight tests of the X-57 Maxwell in 2020 will demonstrate an all-electric aircraft
that will pave the way for future cleaner, more efficient, electric aircraft.

þ Support initiatives that protect the Wallops launch range, one
of two East Coast ranges, from activities that encroach upon the
facility’s operations.

SAND Drone Challenge in 2020 will allow small businesses to participate in a UAV
competition utilizing NASA’s Safeguard technology to demonstrate safe operations
of autonomous vehicles.

þ Support commercial development, use and testing of Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS), consistent with federal air safety standards.

True beyond visual line of site operations for Wing’s UAS package delivery service
and Dominion Power’s UAS power line inspection program.

þ Support the establishment of the Virginia Innovation Partnership
Authority [HB1017 & SB576], including continued support for the
VA Unmanned Systems Center.

PHOTO CAPTIONS - Top to Bottom: 1 - Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology
Scholars tour a NASA Langley research facility. 2 - In July 2019, Governor Northam presided
over the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport Payload
Processing Facility. 3 - Aurora Flight Sciences, a Boeing Company, flew its revolutionary
Passenger Air Vehicle in Manassas, VA. 4 - Wallops’ Scientific Balloon Program supports
the High-Altitude Student Payload education mission. 5 - NASA’s X-59 aircraft is advancing
commercial aviation with technologies for quiet supersonic flight over land.
COVER PHOTO: Northrop Grumman’s 12th International Space Station cargo resupply mission
carrying more than 8,200 pounds of supplies takes flight from NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility.

þ Extend the preemption on local regulations of private unmanned
aircraft under Virginia Code 15.2-926.3 beyond 2019.
þ Support clarifying language relating to the aviation sales and use
tax to avoid capturing aircraft owned by businesses located outside
of Virginia doing business in Virginia.
þ Support continued development for the Virginia Flight
Information Exchange Program (FIX).
þ Support legislation reducing and/or eliminating Virginia
Stormwater Management Program fees for airports, treating
Virginia airports like other Virginia transportation facilities.

þ Create an Online Information Portal and Citizen Service
Center for Aviation and Aerospace Education and Workforce
Development Programs and Events to be managed by the
Virginia Space Grant Consortium (150#4s; 150#11h).
þ Expand opportunities through the Virginia Space Grant
Consortium for pipelining Virginia’s precollege students into
aviation and aerospace studies and careers.
• Expand the Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology
Scholars Program to include aviation-focused programs 		
(150#5s,; 150#13h).
• Expansion of paid aviation and aerospace internships
through the Commonwealth STEM Industry Internship
Program (231#1s; 150#10h).
• Expand BLAST, a university-based STEM immersion
program for rising ninth and tenth graders, to offer
aviation-focused sessions (150#6s; 150#12h).
þ Provide sustained Commonwealth funding for the Virginia
Earth System Science Scholars program, a VSGC/NASA Langley/
Hampton University partnership (150#1s; 150#6h).

2019 MILESTONES &
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
Langley researchers honed space
technologies and shaped concepts essential
to the Artemis program’s goal of landing the
first woman and next man on the Moon and
going onto Mars.
  
Langley completed wind tunnel testing
for the Artemis program’s most powerful
rocket in the world, the space launch
system, and demonstrated Orion’s Ascent
Abort System can pull astronauts to safety
during a launch emergency.
Langley continued to modernize the skies
with work in autonomous aircraft and urban
air mobility. The center’s newest UAS, the
Langley Aerodrome-8, is undergoing testing
before flight tests in 2020.
Langley concluded the 5-year ACT-America
atmospheric research flight campaign that
made measurements leading toward a
better understanding of Earth’s atmosphere,
climate, weather and air quality.
Langley, industry and government partners
concluded the 5-year, $170 million Advanced
Composites Project, which improved analysis,
inspection, manufacturing processes and
certification for new, lightweight aircraft.
NASA WALLOPS AND VIRGINIA SPACE
Launched two Antares Rockets from
Virginia’s Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport
(MARS) at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility,
sending more than 16,000 pounds of cargo
and experiments to the International Space
Station (ISS).
Successful inaugural voyage of 63 Virginia
Space ThinSats on NG-11 mission on
April 17, 2019 with participation by 50
schools and over 400 students.
Completion of Rocket Lab’s LC-2 launch
pad in less than a year.
Ribbon-cutting for the new MARS Payload
Processing Facility, a state-of-the-art facility
supporting the expanding customer base.
NASA Wallops conducted two orbital
missions, 20 sounding rocket launches
and a dozen scientific balloon launches.

INDUSTRY AND COMMONWEALTH
Virginia ranked #1 For Unmanned Aerial
Systems Business by Business Facilities
Magazine in July 2019.
The Virginia Department of General Services
led a multi-state initiative and awards contract
for UAS services.

Virginia Tech’s inspireFly team won first
place at the national Astranis Students for
the Exploration and Development of Space
Satellite-II competition.

VIRGINIA AEROSPACE
& AVIATION STATISTICS

The Virginia AeroSpace Business Association
(VASBA) teamed with the Hampton Roads
Chapter of the Association of Unmanned
Vehicle Systems International (HR AUVSI)
in hosting a gala and two-day symposium
on unmanned systems.

Economic Impact: $30.4B ($7.6B for
aerospace and $22.8B for aviation). 3, 4

Aurora Flight Sciences (a Boeing Company)
autonomous passenger air vehicle (PAV)
prototype completed a controlled takeoff,
hover and landing during its first flight test
January 23, 2019 in Manassas, Va.

High Wages: Average annual aerospace
wage of $99,385 and on-airport tenants
and businesses of $64,000 compared to
$48,334 for all Virginia industries. 3, 4

ACADEMIA
The Virginia CubeSat Constellation, a
Virginia Space Grant Consortium project
involving small satellites built by University
of Virginia, Virginia Tech and Old Dominion
University students, was placed into orbit
from the ISS on July 3, 2019.
The Virginia Research Investment Fund
awarded two grants for aerospace
technology transition:
• The Virginia SmallSat Data Consortium,
led by ODU and VA Tech will position
Virginia as a leader in satellite and data
collection.
• The Commonwealth Center for
Innovation in Autonomous Systems
(C2IAS), led by Virginia Tech and ODU
will provide pre-seed funding to startup
companies to accelerate technology
transition.
The Integrated Pilot Program at Virginia
Tech saw groundbreaking approvals for
State Farm to operate UAS over people
and moving vehicles.
Virginia Tech partnered with NASA Langley
on the RAAVIN project, exploring the ability
of radar-equipped UAS to prevent collision
with manned aircraft and other UAS.
Aviation Workforce Shortfalls
• 193,000 aviation maintenance workers
through 2039 1
• 212,000 pilots through 2039 2
• 7986 air traffic controllers through 2029 2

Jobs: 19,706 aerospace jobs and 146,660
aviation sector jobs. 3, 4

State Tax Revenues: $57.5M (corporate
and personal taxes). 3
Virginia’s 66 public-use airports play a
critical role in transportation, employment
and economic development. With nine air
carrier airports offering airline service to
global destinations and 57 general
aviation airports, our airports are truly
economic engines. 4
Our airports have created and sustained
146,660 jobs, or 3.6% of total employment
in Virginia: 4
• Virginia airport jobs contributed
$7.7 billion in payroll. 4
• Each airport job supports 2.2
additional jobs in Virginia. 4
• These jobs contribute $535 million
in state and local tax revenue. 4
• Total economic impact of airports on
Virginia’s economy is $22.8 billion. 4
• More than 10 million visitors came to
Virginia through our airports, spending
an estimated $3.6 billion. 4

FOOTNOTES:
1 - Boeing Market Outlook 2019. 2 - FAA 2019.
3 - “Virginia’s Aerospace Industry, An Economic
Impact Analysis,” Revised Edition, January 2011,
prepared by Chmura Economics & Analytics and
the Performance Management Group. 4 - “Virginia
Airport System Economic Impact Study, Executive
Summary,” prepared for the Virginia Department of
Aviation, 2017. 5 - Virginia Economic Development
Partnership.

AEROSPACE
IN VIRGINIA
Two NASA facilities – Langley Research
Center and Wallops Flight Facility:
• $1 billion in combined direct funding
and over 4,700 on-site jobs.
• Supporting approximately 10,000
jobs in Virginia.
• $997 million in NASA funding for
procurements to Virginia businesses
and universities.
• $253 million (25%) of NASA’s
funding for procurement in Virginia
went to small businesses.
• Between 2016 and 2018, installations
and organizations in and around
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) invested
nearly $170M in capital infrastructure
projects and will invest $62M between
2018 and 2020.
More than 285 aerospace firms,
including the largest commercial satellite
manufacturing facility east of the Mississippi
at Northrop Grumman Innovation Systems. 5
The Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport and
Unmanned Systems Airfield - a spaceport
launching medium, small and venture class
rockets for commercial, government,
scientific and academic users. MARS is one
of only four spaceports in the U.S. licensed
by the FAA to launch rockets into orbit and
one of only two conducting cargo resupply
missions to the ISS. The MARS UAS Airfield
is a drone testing facility that provides a
discreet operating environment for testing
of unmanned vehicles - air, land and sea,
for integration into the National Air Space.
The Mid-Atlantic Aviation Partnership (MAAP)
led by Virginia Tech is the busiest of the six
national UAS test sites (flying over 40% of
the flights and flight hours).
The Virginia Center for Unmanned Systems
at the Center for Innovative Technology
facilitates business development through
collaboration and communication among the
numerous Unmanned Systems stakeholders.
The Association for Unmanned Vehicle
Systems International (AUVSI), the world’s
largest organization dedicated to the
advancement of Unmanned Systems, is
headquartered in Virginia and has three
chapters here.

National security facilities involved in
aerospace research and technology
development include: Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, National
Reconnaissance Office, National Geospatial
Intelligence Agency, National Security Space
and Office of Naval Research.
The National Institute of Aerospace (NIA),
a non-profit research and graduate
education institute, conducts leading-edge
aerospace and atmospheric research and
development of new technologies.
The Virginia Space Grant Consortium (VSGC)
focuses on science, technology, engineering
and math precollege and higher education,
workforce development and research in
STEM and aerospace-related fields.
The Virginia AeroSpace Business Association
(VASBA) promotes business development
and economic growth in the Virginia
aerospace sector. Teamed with the
Lt. Governor’s office, VASBA is the
Commonwealth’s Aerospace States
Association Chapter and is comprised of
over 30 companies and many more
individual members.
Virginia’s universities perform over $100M
per year in funded aerospace-related
research and provide a robust pipeline
of skilled employees for Virginia aerospace
business.
Virginia Tech’s Department of Aerospace
Engineering is the #4 producer of B.S.
degrees in the nation (ASEE, 2017).

PHOTO CAPTIONS - Clockwise, left to right:

1 - Virginia Space Grant’s Virginia CubeSat Constellation
is released into orbit from the ISS. 2 - A Pathways Flight
Academies student, one of 24 receiving free flight training
in 2019 through a VSGC program, does a preflight aircraft
check. 3 - Wing began commercial UAS delivery service in
Christiansburg in October. 4 - University students compete
in the NIA-run Moon to Mars Ice Challenge at NASA
Langley. 5 - Full-scale prototype of the Europa Clipper’s
high-gain antenna is tested at NASA Langley. 6 - NASA
Langley’s newest unmanned aerial system, Langley
Aerodrome-8, is tested in a wind tunnel. 7 - Student team
leads from ODU, UVA and Virginia Tech pose with their
satellites which make up the Virginia CubeSat Constellation
now in orbit. 8 - NASA Langley researchers use a
manufacturing robot to test manufacturing methods for
advanced composites. 9 - New MARS Payload Processing
Facility. 10 - Students tour MakerSpace at NASA Langley
to learn about rapid prototyping and design for advanced
manufacturing research. 11 - Launch Abort System,
including a prototype Orion capsule built at Langley, rolls
to the pad for the Ascent Abort-2 test.

